JACKSON WILD SUMMIT: AWF SPONSORS JACKSON WILD ‘GLOBAL VOICES’
AWARD; EXPANDS AFRICAN VIDEOGRAPHERS PROGRAM TO RWANDA,
UGANDA, AND ZIMBABW
African Conservation Voices Media Labs provide wildlife lm expertise, technical
training, and grants to increase African storytelling; AWF sponsors Jackson Wild 2021
‘Global Voices Award
JACKSON HOLE, WY/WASHINGTON, D.C. (September 30, 2021) – The African Wildlife
Foundation (AWF) has announced that it is sponsoring the Jackson Wild 2021 ‘Global Voices
Award’ as a way to encourage conservation storytelling worldwide. AWF CEO Kaddu Sebunya
made the announcement during the Jackson Wild 2021 Summit & Media Awards which honors
lms and lmmakers. He emphasized the importance of transformational leadership in Africa,
and how it creates positive change in front-line conservation areas. Sebunya also said that AWF
will expand the groups’ existing partnership program – African Conservation Voices (ACV)
Media Labs – beyond Kenya to include workshops in Rwanda, Uganda, and Zimbabwe
During his plenary remarks, AWF CEO Kaddu Sebunya said: “Conservation in Africa has
faced one main prevalent problem: For too long, the stories have been told, but not by
Africans. At the African Wildlife Foundation, we aim to shift this narrative by enabling
Africans to be behind the camera lens and production line – to tell the story from their
eyes. By expanding the African Conservation Voices Media Labs to include Rwanda,
Uganda, Zimbabwe, we can provide a platform for more Africans to own their stories and
add the voice and perspective that has been missing from the beginning. We strongly
believe that when Africans begin to see more content on nature and wildlife, the
conversation will de nitely begin to change immensely.
In spring and summer 2021, AWF engaged mid-career storytellers and videographers in Kenya
to participate in the inaugural series of ACV workshops. In addition to detailed tutorials on
conservation models, wildlife research and visual storytelling, select participants were chosen to
develop their lm concepts with the help of a stipend for video production in a pre-selected eld
location. Some participants from the rst round are eligible for future AWF production grants,
and for an expense-paid invitation to attend the Jackson Wild Summit in the US or in Europe.
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AWF Senior Vice President of Development & Public Engagement Lindsay Kosnik said: “There
is nothing more important than supporting Global Voices in developing and producing
and sharing stories – the storytellers’ unique and important perspectives on the natural
world and efforts to protect and restore it. I am so proud to represent AWF here in
Jackson this week - as the newest member of the Jackson Wild board, as a sponsor of
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the Global Voices Award, and as a partner with Jackson Wild in launching African
Conservation Voices Media Labs. We look forward to sharing some exciting content from
Africa and committed and talented African storytellers next year!
Also, speaking from the Summit Awards Ceremony, Jackson Wild Executive Director Lisa
Samford said: “We are pleased to welcome AWF representatives to the Jackson Wild
Summit in-person this week, and excited to announce the success of ACV Media Labs.
Jackson Wild celebrates the power of media to inspire wonder for our living planet and to
catalyze change. Stories about conservation connect us to the planet and to each other.
This collaborative, multimedia effort between AWF and JW’s network will help elevate
local voices that bear witness to unique and authentic stories that will result in purposedriven and sustainable global change.”
At its core, AWF’s partnership with Jackson Wild on ACV Media Labs helps to strengthen
sustainable long-term conservation efforts in African communities. AWF Global Leadership
Director Edwin Tambara joined a Jackson Wild Summit panel, in-person, on Tuesday to discuss
“Rewilding: Community-driven Conservation.”
“AWF’s holistic conservation models are grounded in landscape-level conservation,
enhancing effective management of protected areas, and promoting community-led
conservation, which is the focus of our panel here today. One way we can raise greater
awareness about sustainable, climate-smart farming, land-use planning, and other
strategies that support rewilding is through local African storytelling,” he said.
About African Wildlife Foundation
The African Wildlife Foundation (http://www.awf.org) is the primary advocate for the protection of
wildlife and wild lands as an essential part of a modern and prosperous Africa. Founded in 1961
to focus on Africa’s conservation needs, we articulate a uniquely African vision, bridge science
and public policy, and demonstrate the bene ts of conservation to ensure the survival of the
continent’s wildlife and wild lands.
About Jackson Wild
For 30 years, Jackson Wild has hosted extraordinary convenings for science, nature and
conservation media stakeholders, celebrating the nest and most innovative media in the genre.
Jackson Wild’s international board members include: African Wildlife Foundation, ARTE France,
BBC Studios, Blue Ant Media / Love Nature, Borealés, Conservation International, Discovery,
Doclights, FujiFilm Optical Devices - Fujinon Lenses, Gorongosa Restoration Project, HHMI
Tangled Bank Studios, Humane Society International, International Fund for Animal Welfare,
National Geographic Partners, National Geographic Society, Nature/WNET, Net ix, Off the
Fence Productions, ORF/Universum, PBS, Saint Thomas Productions, San Diego Zoo Wildlife
Alliance, Seeker, Smithsonian Channel, Sony Electronics, SVT - Swedish Television, The
Nature Conservancy, Terra Mater Factual Studios, Wanda Natura, WGBH, and World Wildlife
Fund US
MEDIA CONTACTS: To arrange interviews with AWF and Jackson Wild representatives,
contact Patrick Mitchell of AWF in Washington, D.C. at pmitchell@awf.org, (202) 441-7647
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